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The project in a
nutshell

SE4Y aims to support young people who want
to learn and grow both professionally and
personally by caring for others and their
environment. In such a context, attention is
being paid
to SE as a tool with high potential for
employment creation and for providing
innovative responses to the current economic,
social and environmental challenges.
The overall objective of the project is to
enhance youth capabilities in terms of social
entrepreneurship in a long term basis.

Developed
products so far...
1. A Roadmap to create a social
enterprise in 10 steps in text and
video format containing
the necessary information and helpful
instructions to provide to young
people a step process for plan, launch,
manage, and grow successful social
enterprises

2. Capacity building Course on Social Entrepreneurship
towards Sustainable Growth consisting in 6 Modules:
Me as a Social Entrepreneur
Social entrepreneurship in the partner countries - Legal
Framework
Co-creating and co-financing
The do's and don'ts of social entrepreneurs
The concept of sustainable growth - Best practices
Designing a Social Business Model - Use and Tips

3. The SE help desk providing implementation
assistance to youth organizations, non – profit
organizations, and connecting groups with useful
resources. The “Help Desk” system will help young
people aspiring to become social entrepreneurs
with all the registration procedures by providing
information and assistance in a single spot. The
web portal is an interactive platform which include
definitions on SE, guidelines on how to establish SEs
in participating countries, different models,
tools, relevant links, business ideas, list of mentos
and available funds

...Coming next...

Find us:

All partners are already running in their
countries training workshops with at
least 15 low qualified young, to test the
capacity building course previously
created. Each country - course lasts
approximately 30 hours in total. The
authors of the two business projects will
have the opportunity to join the Training
Course in Lithuania in May. The LTTA will
allow young people to exchange
experiences and enrich their
understanding of enterprises’ functioning
in the various
countries and pitch their business cases
to a panel of jury experts from the private
sector who will provide instant feedback
and ask challenging questions.

